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plash
it
Up!
Creating Compound Strength Exercises
for your Water Aerobic Classes
By: Elizabeth Kovar, MA

W

Water aerobic classes are taught a variety of different ways that
contain participants of all ages and fitness levels. As a general
stereotype, some of our elder participants enjoy socializing
while “floating” on through the same aquatic routine. Also, it is
easy for instructors to perform the same routine if there is much
conversation amongst participants. However, for instructors who
teach to a variety of abilities it is vital to keep routines interesting,
fun but yet challenging.

are to incorporate the lower body to create a full-body, core
challenging, exercise. In addition, to convey the mind-body
connection while implementing the below exercises.

Splashing up your aqua routine does not necessarily mean that
you have to change your 60-minute routine weekly or monthly,
but adding slight variations will avoid consistent fitness plateaus.
In addition, students will continuously learn that their bodies
are capable of performing various exercises that meet their
fitness goals. However, as a water fitness instructor you should
understand various progressions and regressions in order to keep
participants safe from injury.

leg lift to activate core stability and challenge the hip flexors and
quadriceps. In addition, balance is challenged with the release of
a contact point from the pool floor.

Overall, continuously educating and challenging our participants
generally leads to class retention and participant appreciation.
For instructors who teach one class per week, it is reasonable
to work on your variation for 3-4 classes before implementing
another variation or class goal.
Provided below are three examples of enhancing basic strength
exercises that utilize the water buoys. Many aquatic exercises
are compound, or multi-joint, exercises; however, when executing
strength exercises the legs are static while we concentrate on one
muscle group or movement for the upper-body. The ideas below
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“Marching Chest Fly”
Chest Fly with Alternating Hip Flexion
Goal: To still challenge the pecs and lats while integrating a

Alignment: Stand with feet two to three inches apart with
buoys in hand in preparation for a chest fly. Keep a soft bend
at the knees as you slightly hinge forward from the hips while
keeping the chest lifted. In addition, Keep a soft bend at the
elbows, and activate the core by pulling the belly button “in and
up”.
Execution: As you chest fly the arms down, simultaneously
lift your right leg to 90 degrees at the knee and fly the hands
toward the knee. Slowly, return to center and complete the same
motion while alternating the knees.
Common Mistake: If the core muscles are either weak
or not properly engaged, it is common for people to have issues
balancing. In addition, due to this individuals may jolt the torso
into further spinal flexion, which may cause stress on the spine.
The goal is to keep the torso stable while moving three of
the extremities.
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Regression: Instead of listing a leg to 90 degrees, it is

recommended to complete alternating heel raises while leaving
the ball of the foot onto the pool floor. Concentrate on activating
the core to keep the body stable.

“Climbing the Ladder”
Prone Single Arm Chest Press with Hip Flexion
Goal: To increase core and upper body strength while

integrating simultaneous extremity movement. This challenges
the core with rotational movements rather then spinal flexion.
The exercise is performed with opposite hand reaching to
opposite knee.

Alignment: Grab the buoys in hand and “lay” prone on the
top of the water with elbows at 90 degrees. The core needs to
engage, but the feet should remain hip width apart.

Execution: In the starting position, simultaneously extend
your right arm while you bend your left knee to 90 degrees.
During this simultaneous movement, the torso rotates which is
easily envisioned as the right rib cage moving toward the left hip.
The extremities do not touch. Return to the start, and complete
with the opposite side.
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Common Mistake: One common mistake is that

participants may “punch” the extremities, which results in quick
movements. Secondly, the body may have issues floating to where
the feet fall to the pool floor. This may be a result of not engaging
the core or the
person may have
buoyance issues.

Regression:

Instead of lying
prone, this exercise
can be performed
vertically with
the feet on the
floor. Standing in a
chest press position,
the participants
must utilize the
core to rotate the
extended arm
toward to opposite
lifted knee.
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“Double Frogger”
Reverse Upright Row with Frog Legs
Goal: To stabilize the core to while simultaneously moving the

arms and legs as
one controlled
unit. This will
help strengthen
the deltoids,
trapezius, biceps,
triceps while
externally rotating
the hip and lift
with the inner
thigh.

Alignment:

Hold the
dumbbells in
hand at chest
height with
elbows wide and
feet hip width
apart. Lower the
body into the
pool to where the
shoulders are on
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top of the water. The dumbbells should be in a horizontal
position, and throughout the exercise the core needs to
be engaged.

Execution: Simultaneously straighten your arms while you
lift your heels toward your pelvic. The hip will naturally externally
rotate while your knees turn out wide. Repeat the motion in a
controlled manner.
Common Mistake: Some people may perform the

exercise too quickly which results in a poor posture or a leaning
position, or kyphosis posture. It is ok if the feet take two
“bounces” on the pool floor to keep the spine upright.

Regression: Stand upright with hands in front of the chest.
Slowly, straighten the right arm while lifting the left heel toward
the pelvic. Return to start and switch sides. This leg movement is
similar to the “hacky sack” exercise.
Adding slight variations keeps classes “moving” and prepares the
participants for more advanced moves that utilize the buoys with
no contact points on the pool floor. OSF
Elizabeth Kovar M.A. is the fitness coordinator at the City of
Lynnwood Recreation Center. She is a freelance health and travel
writer with international fitness experience. Questions and comments
can be written to erkovar@yahoo.com
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